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About This Game

Following a “Fatal Exception Error”, four little all-purpose robots have been considered faulty and have been marked as out-of-
order. They get crazy and start fighting for their survival.

Take their control in the frantic zone and leverage 4 unique stealth mechanics to catch your sly foes off-guard. Don’t be afraid
to use dirty tricks to win amazing 3-minute matches across different game modes, proving that you don’t belong to the e-waste

dump.

Slybots: Frantic Zone is a local multiplayer dual-stick shooter: all players are looking at the same screen, but there are things that
only one of them knows...

Master the art of camouflage and enjoy the adrenalin rush of the most frantic zone you’ve ever seen.

Features List

Local multiplayer with hectic 3-minute matches

Single-player challenges to hone your skills

Different game modes: Deathmatch, Capture the Battery, Endless

Tight controls for the characters, physics-based mayhem on the environment!
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4 ingenious camouflaging mechanics, which can be combined

Dozens of scenarios tailored for the stealth mechanics

Electrifying soundtrack by composer Joakim Karlberg
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Title: Slybots: Frantic Zone
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Team ERROR, Tiny Colossus
Publisher:
Mangatar Games
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32bit

Processor: Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 / Shader Model 2.0 or newer graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Swedish,French
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slybots frantic zone

Still a better love story than Twilight. Plus Elf boobies.
10/10. It's a fun little game to play, i would suggest it, so that when you have those 20 minutes of waiting, you can just open this
up and enjoy. You are thrown into this game with no directions, poor graphics, and ♥♥♥♥♥♥ movement.

I'm still not sure how games like these get onto steam, but this is really a horrible game all in all. You really are left clueless and
everything about it just is bad. Put it this way, I got stuck at the very beginning, which is not somehting that should be
happening. This game feels like something I could do if i just bought a weapons pack and map pack on Unity and put it
together, then sold it on steam...

Overall pretty terrible game.

Rating: 1.9/10
Recommend Price: $0.00 Don't buy it. almost as erotic as the game. The tracking in this game is extremely poor. There is no
consistency in how the spells fire off. With the lack of information, settings, and poor tracking in combat, it was an incredibly
frustrating experience.. cool name, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game.. I thought this was a great
sequel to the initial Heroes Rise game and though initially dubious that my style of play would be penalised by the types of
choices to be made it all paid off in the end. I would again recommend this to anyone as the story is engrossing and, yet again,
inclusive which made it a joy to play.. Hello, I must apologies for this is my first ever review.

I have reached pretty far in the game, I will update my review on completion of the game.

  I barely got myself a Mixed Reality headset and was looking around the steam store when I came across this game before
release and thought this would be a pretty neat game. Compared to all the other games on steam at the time and now I still think
this game is one of the most well made on the steam market right now!

  So the game is a simple puzzle\/platformer and as you progress thru the game the puzzles become more difficult and rewarding
with very little to no hand holding\/tutorials form the game. As you progress thru the game you will have little interactions with
the little princess as she wishes to reach the top of the tower. Best way I could describe her is that she is a spunky princess
thinking she can get up the tower all by herself.

  The game mechanics are crisp, clean and responsive. Be aware, for players that are starting out the game. Applying any
pressure on the touch pad activates the light making the princess move. I learned this the hard way and had my thumb rest on it
almost the entire time making simple puzzles more difficult then they necessarily needed to be. The problem with the controls
can be that if you\u2019re not careful you could accidently fall of the side of the cliff if you aren\u2019t aiming just right.

  I think what pleased me the most is that some puzzles can be solved in multiple of ways when you start thinking outside the
box and realize that you are playing in a 3D environment and that you can manipulate that environment to better help you solve
the puzzle even if it wasn\u2019t intended to be solved that way. The music is fun and fitting for the puzzles and I
couldn\u2019t stop grinning ear to ear when one particular song started to play on one of the puzzles. I will let you guess which
one it is!

The evolution of the platforming Genera with VR is amazing in this game and is definitely should be the first game you should
experience when playing VR! The puzzles can be difficult but fills you with a load of achievement when you discover a solution
for yourself!

  The only downside is the model of our main protagonist and how her cloths keep clipping thru her other than that. I would give
this game an 8\/10 a must try for those who are barely starting to play VR games and a fair price for a fun experience!. My first
playthrough resulted in a Lion Jesus getting mauled to death by a rampaging capybara.

I'd say it was worth the 5 bucks!
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Better than a lot of big budget games. Johnaton Boaks is a clever guy with a silly name.. I voted this up on Greenlight & have
been waiting on this release. The wait was worth it. This game is a blast & a fun little challenge. You also receive the emotional
reward of bringing those little dudes with the waving arms home to their little ladies(presumably also with waving arms??).

There are some tricky/frustrating parts. Mainly on "Cargo" retreival stages, where the cargo gets out of control & starts
revolving around the chopper. This is due to the game's physics, but is rooted in the pilot's (MY) crappy flying. Also trying to
land in the trees. tends to result in flipping the chopper, which then drives you into the ground(again faulty operator). My crappy
piloting did however make me "kamakaze" into a tank & accidentally blast those VC bastards into the ground. I then proceeded
to laugh maniacally & then write this review.

I highly recommend this one.

Edit - There are a lot of nice little features in this one too. Things like degradation of handling due to the increased weight of
hostages & having to battle against wind during storms. Invictus kept an eye on detail.. Nicely designed meme memory game
with a decent level progression, cute animal pictures and a peaceful soundtrack. Resolution and window mode can be set via the
typical Unity launcher.

Quick developer response and fix about a broken achievement, now they can be done in minutes.

The content is okay for the price.. Interesting concept for the classical tower defence game but too simple in its realisation.
6\/10. This graphics engine is amazing, even a potato can run this game on 120+ fps
And it needs Online Multiplayer.. I read about this game before buying it and it said that joystick support had been added
although it did say basic it said similar to a Logitech Extreme Pro would work , because of that I bought it .The options screen
allows you to assign the different axes unfortunately this has been written by people that cannot programme for joystick
compatability in windows .
This game needed to be able to detect up ,down, left ,right, throttle and rudder and they could not do that right.
I can set 3 but not a 4 axis joystick that is poor , now you cannot use a controller I knew that , but what I did not expect is that if
you have a controller like my Thrustmaster Warthog plugged in you cannot use just the keyboard either , leaving me the only
option of uninstalling this game without even being able to complete the training missions so Beware you have been warned ....
This game is a waste of money unless it is fixed but keep checking to see if the "developers" ever finish their Windows
programming course and fix what looks like a broken tablet port.
I am certain there is a good game in there and I would love to be able to review the actual gameplay but I can not control my
craft so what is the point ?. Lots of fun. Build a ship then blast people with it.. just to loose some time. "Darkness Within 2: The
Dark Lineage (Director's Cut Edition)" brings us back to Howard Loreid after the events of the previous installment. While
Darkness Within 1 was narratively set up as a flashback to show Loreid's descent into madness, Darkness Within 2 shows events
afterwards. Ditching the point and click to a free roam horror game inspired by Lovecraft's works. While it is not necessary to
play Darkness Within 1 (recounting those events early on), it certainly makes you see the ending.
Unlike the first, Darkness Within 2 doesn't suffer as much from pacing. Not requiring you to go back and forth to read
documents as much (in fact, you're not really required to except in one or two instances). Instead it encourages you to speak
with residents of Arkhamend to gain information to progress. It also brings free roam exploration as the focus while puzzles are
used to get to important items for the ending. Darkness Within 2 seems to want to engage the player more into the character,
and it helps with these changes. It also has an quick save system when pressing 'F5' which is highly appreciated.
However, with these changes, there are problems. The voice acting, while some are good, most is flat. There is no difference
between the voice used for monologues than when you are actually speaking to someone (at least with the previous game, the
voice actor used a hushed tone to distingush between the two). There is no difference between inner monologue than speaking
Some areas have areas where you can fall through the floor. While some are behind areas blocked off, there was one towards
the end after a puzzle. Along with this, I do suggest if there will be invisible walls, have them to where the player can't jump
over most of them. While subtitles are translated to english, at the end it is not.
It also needs to be said that this version has objects moved and some puzzles added (this is not the first version of the game), so
there is only a german walkthrough that tells you where those objects are located and how to solve the new puzzles. Darkness
Within 2 also gives too much information, not leaving the player to question whether these events truely happened or not.
While Darkness Within 2 can be frusturating, it is worth playing.
Overall:
+ pacing is improved
+ sound effects realistic
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+ more immersion
+ quick save system
+\/- difference between this and other version can cause confusion while looking for a walkthrough
+\/- objects or hotspot can be too small to see
- flat voice acting
- bug where you can fall through the map. A good F1 driving game. Accessible and easy to get into with an Xbox controller but
only on the easier settings. I think it would need a steering wheel to get the most from. The tracks feel very realistic and adds to
my enjoyment of watching F1. 7/10
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